Let A be a Hilbert-space operator satisfying the growth condition ||(z -/4) || < expi&[dist(z, /)]~SS, z //.where / is a C Jordan curve, and K > 0, s £ (0, 1) are two constants.
The following proposition is known. The following proposition is central to our investigations. Conjecture. If 7 is the sum of a normal operator having spectrum on a C Jordan curve and an operator of some class C (1 < p < oc), then the same is true for the restriction of T to any hyperinvariant subspace. (The conjecture is true for p = °c [13, Theorem 2j.) General remark.
In view of [6, Theorem XVI.5.18, p. 2162], a spectral operator of finite type having spectrum on a C Jordan curve / satisfies the growth condition (1).
